
   

  
  

Alexander Bastrykin gives a number of instructions to regional
investigative departments

 

  

The Chairman of the Investigative Committee of Russia instructed to report about progress of
investigation of a probe into poisoning of trainees in Vologda Region. The Vologda Regional
Investigative Department of the Investigative Committee of Russia launched a probe under Part 1 of
Article 238 of the Criminal Code of Russia (rendering of services that do not meet safety
requirements) into a fact of mass poisoning of trainees of Vologda Institute of Law and Economics
of the Federal Penitentiary Service of Russia. At the moment, investigation is establishing all
circumstances of the incident.

Alexander Bastrykin instructed the acting head of Krasnodar Territorial Investigative Department of
the Investigative Committee of Russia to launch a probe into a road accident involving a bus. It was
previously reported about a road accident with a bus in Tbilissky District of Krasnodar Region
entailing injuring of two children and a teacher. The regional investigative department of the
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Investigative Committee of Russia is processing a pre-investigative probe into this fact. According to
data, at a road section Khutor Nevelinsky - Sheremetyevskoe the driver of a Lada car collided with a
school bus in front of it that was carrying pupils. As a result of the accident the bus overturned. Two
children born in 2007 and 2008 and a teacher were injured, their lives are out of danger. The
passenger car driver also received injuries.

Apart from that, Alexander Bastrykin requested a report on episodes of beating of teenagers in
St.Petersburg. A number of mass media reported about a 17-year-old young man who refused to
yield and made a remark about a driver of a BMW car who decided to jump traffic through a
sidewalk. The driver knocked the pedestrian over, seized his phone and threw it away. Alexander
Bastrykin instructed the acting head of St. Petersburg Investigative Department to file a motion for
referral of the probe to the Investigative Committee of Russia. Apart from that Alexander Bastrykin
instructed to launch a probe into beating of a 14-year-old boy by a 34-year-old man on a playground
in St. Petersburg. The victimized boy was hospitalized. 

Alexander Bastrykin also requested a report on progress of investigation of a probe into swindling
entailing losing ownership rights for apartment in Kaliningrad Region by a senior woman. According
to investigation, in August - September 2019 swindling actions were committed against an 82-year-
old Kaliningrad resident, as a result of which the senior woman was misled to conclude a gift
contract for her apartment in Kaliningrad worth over a million rubles. The said documents were
subsequently registered in Kaliningrad Regional Department of Federal Service for State
Registration, Cadastre and Cartography, thereby the ownership rights for the apartment of the victim
was taken over by a third party.

Upon a media address to the Investigative Committee of Russia about possible adverse actions
against the senior woman being a daughter of USSR deputy finance minister Kirill Plotnikov,
Alexander Bastrykin requested a report on circumstances established by Moscow Regional Main
Investigative Department of the Investigative Committee of Russia.

The Chairman of the Investigative Committee of Russia instructed the head of Kalmykia Republican
Investigative Department to report about progress of investigation of probes into non-payment of
wages to workers of a number of companies in the Republic. It was reported that workers of
EuroSibOil, Komsomolskneft and Autospetsservis had not been receiving wages for a long time. The
Kalmykia Republican Investigative Department is investigating probes under Part 2 of Article 141.1
of the Investigative Committee of Russia.

Apart from that, the Chairman of the Investigative Committee of Russia requested a report on the
progress of investigation into a 19-year-old resident of Salavat city of Bashkortostan Republic
suspected of committing an offense under Part 1 of Article 264 of the Criminal Code of Russia -
colliding with a minor while driving a car. According to investigation, on May 10, 2021 the suspect
was driving a BMW car down Ostrovskogo street in Salavat and collided with a 17-year-old teenager
crossing a street at a crosswalk. As a result of the road accident the minor received injuries of
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varying severity and was hospitalised unconscious.

The Chairman of the Investigative Committee of Russia put the progress of investigation of the said
probes under supervision of the Central Office.

19 May 2021
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